If M is a smooth manifold of real dimension 2n+1, we say that M is a CR manifold of codimension one with CR bundle "V, if V is a subbundle of CTM, the complexified tangent bundle of M, satisfying dimc'V= n, 'Vn'V=0.
Any smooth real hypersurface M in C"' 4 ' 1 is a CR manifold of codimension one, where 'V is the subbundle of antiholomorphic tangent vectors to M.
Let (M, 'V) and (M', V) be two CR manifolds of codimension one. A smooth mapping from M into M' is called CR if for all p C M H'W C V^).
We recall the following definition introduced in Baouendi-Jacobowitz-Treves [3] . If M is a real analytic hypersurface in C^1 containing the origin and defined locally by p{z^~z\ = 0, dp 7^ 0, we say that M is essentially finite at 0 if for any sufficiently small z C C^^VO}, there exists an arbitrarily small $• € C^1 satisfying: p(z, ?) ^ 0, p(0, ?) = 0. Theorem 1 was first proved for n = 1 by S. Bell and the authors (see [l] , [2] ). It generalizes the result in the diffeomorphic case proved in [3] . We refer to the references of [2] and [3] for earlier works on holomorphic extendibility of CR mappings under stronger conditions.
The following is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1. If j is a smooth CR function defined on M then there exists a unique formal (holomorphic) power series We give here an outline of the proof of Theorem 1. By solving (3) for 'g we obtain a holomorphic function Q (5) ff-WJ,?).
As in [3] by writing

Q(f,X,g)=^Q^(fJ,g) ( -)^pŵ
e are reduced to showing that for ZQ € C^ fixed, \ZQ\ < r,
Q^{f{^o^o^),f{zo,zo,s),g(zo,zo,s}}
extends as a holomorphic function in 5 + if, \s\ < r, -R < t < 0, for some r, R positive, and satisfies
The main ingredients used in proving the above are the following. at (z,z,s+it) for \z\ < r, \s\ < r and -R < t ^ 0.
From Lemmas 4 and 6 it follows, using the Lemma in [2] , that each Q^(/,/,ff) extends holomorphically to k. Finally, the estimate (6) follows from (13).
For higher codimension, a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1 yields the following. Complete details of the proofs will appear elsewhere. 
